Summary: Capture-recapture models for estimating demographic parameters allow covariates to be incorporated to better understand population dynamics. However, high-dimensionality and multicollinearity can hamper estimation and inference. We propose a modeling framework to account for these two issues. Principal component analysis is used to reduce the number of predictors into uncorrelated synthetic new variables. Principal components are selected by sequentially assessing their statistical significance. We provide an example on seabird survival to illustrate our approach. Our method requires standard statistical tools, which permits an efficient and easy implementation using standard software.
INTRODUCTION
Survival is a key demographic parameter for conservation and management of plants and animals. Capture-recapture (CR) methods (e.g. Lebreton et al. 1992 ) are widely used for assessing the effect of explanatory variables on survival among other demographic parameters (Pollock 2002) .
Generally however, complex situations arise where multiple covariates are required to capture patterns in survival. In such situations, one usually favors a multiple regression-like CR modeling framework that is however hampered by two issues: first, because it increases the number of parameters to be estimated, incorporating many covariates results in a loss of statistical power and a decrease in the precision of parameter estimates; second, correlation among the set of predictors -aka multicollinearity -may alter interpretation (see below).
To overcome these two issues, Grosbois et al. (2008) recommended to perform a principal component analysis (PCA) on the set of explanatory variables before fitting CR models. PCA is a multivariate technique that explains the variability of a set of variables in terms of a reduced set of uncorrelated linear combinations of such variables -aka principal components (PCs) -while maximizing the variance (Jolliffe 2002) . Grosbois et al. (2008) then expressed survival as a function of the PCs that explained most of the variance in the set of original covariates, typically the first one or the first two ones.
However, the main drawback of this approach is that the PCs are selected based on covariates variation pattern alone, regardless of the response variable, and without guarantee that survival is most related to these PCs (Graham 2003) . To deal with this issue in the context of logistic regression, Aguilera et al. (2006) proposed to test the significance of all
PCs to decide which ones should be retained, instead of a priori relying on the PCs that explain most of the variation in the covariates.
In this paper, we implement the algorithm proposed by Aguilera et al. (2006) to deal with many possibly correlated covariates in CR models, a method we refer to as principal component capture-recapture (P2CR). We apply this new approach to a case study on survival of Snow petrels (Pagodroma nivea) that is possibly affected by climatic conditions. In this example, the issue of multicollinearity occurs, and summarizing the set of covariates in a subset of lower dimension is also crucial to get precise survival estimates. Overall, P2CR models can be fitted with statistical programs that perform PCA and CR data analysis. The data and R code are available from GitHub at https://github.com/oliviergimenez/p2cr.
METHODS
We used capture-recapture (CR) models to study open populations over K capture occasions to estimate the probability i φ (i = 1, …, K -1) that an individual survives to occasion i + 1 given that it is alive at time i, along with the probability j p (j = 2, …, K) that an individual is recaptured at time j -aka as the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model (Lebreton et al. 1992) . Covariates were incorporated in survival probabilities using a linear-logistic function:
logit ! = log recapture probabilities whether or not a recapture occurred the occasion before (Pradel 1993).
By first attempting to simplify the structure of recapture probabilities, we were led to consider an additive effect of time and a trap effect (Supplementary material). Estimates of recapture probabilities ranged from 0.14 (standard error [SE] = 0.07) to 0.79 (SE = 0.09) when no recapture occurred the occasion before and from 0.25 (SE = 0.18) to 0.89 (SE = 0.09) when a recapture occurred the occasion before (Supplementary material).
Because of multicollinearity, we were led to counterintuitive estimates of regression parameters in the CR model including all covariates (Supplementary material): the coefficient of SIE in autumn was estimated at 0.5 (SE = 0.24) and that of SIE in winter was estimated at -0.5 (SE = 0.21) while these two covariates were significantly positively correlated (r = 0.67, p < 0.01).
When we applied the P2CR approach, the algorithm selected two PCs, namely PC3 (F 1,27 = 7.34, p = 0.01) at step 1 and PC4 (F 1,26 = 4.63, p = 0.04) at step 2 (Supplementary material), but never did we pick PC1 as we would have done using a classical approach (Grosbois et al. 2008) . PC3 was positively correlated to SIE in summer and negatively correlated to temperature in winter, while PC4 was positively correlated to temperature in spring and negatively correlated to SIE in summer (Supplementary material). Survival increased with increasing values of PC3 ( Figure 1) , with high values of SIE in summer and low values of temperature in winter (resp. low values of SIE in summer and high values of temperature in winter) corresponding to high (resp. low) survival. 
DISCUSSION

Snow petrels and climatic conditions
In summer, snow petrels exclusively forage within the pack-ice tens to hundreds of kilometers from the colony where they catch sea ice-associated species, such as Antarctic silverfish (Pleuragramma antarcticum) and Euphausiids, to feed their chick (Ridoux & Offredo 1989) . This is an energetically demanding period for breeding adults and, during years with reduced sea-ice extent, food resources may be less abundant and snow petrels may be forced to cover larger distances to find suitable foraging habitats, with potential survival costs. Assuming air temperature was a proxy of sea surface temperature variations, the negative effect of warmer temperatures on survival is coherent with general patterns found between sea surface temperature and demographic parameters in seabirds (Barbraud et al. 2012 ). In many marine ecosystems warmer temperatures are associated with decreased primary production and food resources for top predators. Although the low survival in 1996 corresponded to a year with reduced sea-ice extent in summer, the drop in survival was high and remains unexplained at the moment.
Principal component CR models
When multiple covariates have to be considered to estimate survival, both issues of dimensionality and multicollinearity can lead to biased estimates, inflated precision as well as lack of statistical power. In such a context, the P2CR modeling framework has proved particularly useful in our example, mainly because few PCs were selected which were easily interpretable. We acknowledge that PCs with little interpretability might have been picked up by our method. To make the interpretation easier, PCA results can be post-processed by rotating axes to improve correlations between raw variables and PCs like in the varimax method (Kaiser 1958) . Recent developments in the field of multivariate analyses could also be useful, like methods to handle with missing values in PCA (Dray & Josse 2015).
In statistical ecology, one of our objectives is to try and explain variation in state variables such as abundance, survival and the distribution of species. Dimension-reduction methods are promising to deal with many correlated covariates for the analysis of CR or occupancy data.
Introduction
We illustrate the principal component capture-recapture (P2CR) method for covariates selection in capture-recapture models using data on survival of Snow petrels in Pointe Géologie Archipelago, Terre Adélie, Antarctica. In total, the dataset consists of 604 female histories from 1973 to 2002. The objective is to investigate the effect of climatic conditions on adult survival.
Explore climatic covariates
First we explore the covariates sea ice extent in summer (SIE.Su), in autumn and winter (SIE.Au and SIE.Wi), in spring (SIE.Sp), annual southern oscillation index (SOI), air temperature in summer (T.Su), in autumn and winter (T.Au and T.Wi) and in spring (T.Sp).
Let us have a look to the correlations between these covariates:
cov <-read. Seems like sea ice extent in autumn and winter are positively correlated, while sea ice extent in autumn and temperature in autumn are negatively correlated.
PCA on covariates
Let's perform a PCA on this set of covariates: 
Model fitting
We're gonna fit various capture-recapture models to the petrel data. We use RMark because everything can be done in R, and it's cool for reproducible research. But other pieces of software could be used too, like e.g. E-SURGE.
Before fitting capture-recapture models to the data, we check whether the standard Cormack-Jolly-Seber model is fitting the data well. We use the R package R2ucare. (petrel.processed,petrel.ddl,model.parameters=list(Phi=Phidot,p=pdot) (petrel.processed,petrel.ddl,model.parameters=list(Phi=Phitime,p=ptime) The covariates are in that order: SIE.Su (x1), SIE.Au (x2), SIE.Wi (x3), SIE.Sp (x4), SOI (x5), T.Su (x6), T.au (x7), T.wi (x8) and T.sp (x9). Remember, from our preliminary exploration step above, we know that covariates 2 and 3 are highly positively correlated. However by inspecting the estimates here, these covariates seem to have an opposite effect on survival!
P2CR analysis
In this section, we show how to perform a P2CR analysis. First, we amend the design matrix we built before, and add the coordinates of the raw covariates on the principal components: In the first step of the P2CR analysis, we consider each PC separately: We now use ANODEV to to test the significance of these PCs: We can reject the null hypothesis that PC3 has no effect on survival.
In step 2 of the P2CR, we keep PC3 and test the significance of the other PCs: (petrel.processed,petrel.ddl,model.parameters=list(Phi=Phipc3,p=ptime) ,ou tput = FALSE,delete=T) phipc41 = mark (petrel.processed,petrel.ddl,model.parameters=list(Phi=Phipc4,p=ptime) Now PC4 is significant according the ANODEV (remember that PC3 was removed from the list).
In step 3 of the P2CR analysis, we reiterate the process, that is we test the significance of the other PCs in presence of PC3 and PC4: ilogitphi3ub <-ilogitphi3 + 1.96 * as.vector(phi_SE3) phi3lb <-1/(1+exp(-(ilogitphi3lb))) phi3ub <-1/(1+exp(-(ilogitphi3ub))) phi3 <-1/(1+exp(-(ilogitphi3))) ilogitphi4 <-estmean4[1] + estmean4[2] * PC4 ilogitphi4lb <-ilogitphi4 -1.96 * as.vector(phi_SE4)
